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Abstract Traditional computing resource allocations in virtualization environment devote
to provide fairness of resource distribution when the overall workload of host is heavy. That
makes those allocations lack of efficiency under light workloads. To target this, we design
and implement a lightweight resource allocation system, virtual resource allocation system
(VRAS). Considering the fact that workloads can be balanced by migrating virtual machines
to other hosts, we propose a request driven mechanism to focus on resource allocation under
light workloads. We also present some allocation strategies used in VRAS to explain how it
works on processor and memory resources. Our experiment results demonstrate that VRAS
can result in throughput improvements of 28 % for RUBiS application, and the network
overhead reduction of 81 %, comparing with the traditional allocation methods.

Keywords Virtualization · Server consolidation · Resource allocation ·
Request driven mechanism · Workload

1 Introduction

One feature of the virtualization technology that makes it an important cloud enabling tech-
nology is the encapsulation of the computing environment [1]. The virtual machine monitor
(VMM) provides dedicated processor, storage and network devices to each virtual machine
(VM), and the operation system working inside the VM, called guest OS, controls these
virtualized resources independently. For raising resource utilization and saving overall cost,
server consolidation could be achieved by simultaneously running many VMs on one physi-
cal machine [2]. Because the server’s performance is subjected to the restriction of available
resources, each VM is usually over-provisioned to meet vast service requests. However, the
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demands of a service are not always reach the upper limits, but often varying with time last-
ing. As a result, a VM would keep under-utilized for a long time, and much of the occupied
resources are wasted while other VMs can not consume them. That situation also restricts the
number of consolidated servers. Allocating the VM’s virtualized resources to a reasonable
range can reduce considerable waste at most time, but lead VM to be over-loaded sometimes.
Unfortunately, on many virtualized data centers, servers running such as web applications
and databases are functionally connected while they exist in isolated VMs [3]. The over-
all performance of services will be undermined by even one congested VM [4]. Therefore
a mechanism that allocates proper resource to the VMs based on their respective instant
requirements in time is needed to be imported into the virtualization infrastructure. Such
mechanism shares certain part of resources as flexible resource among VMs. Usually those
redistributable resources are not frequently used by one VM.

On a data center having sufficient resources, the object of that kind of resource management
mechanisms is to ensure that no service will meet its performance bottleneck due to the lack
of CPU execution time, memory size, network bandwidth or something else [5], and try
raising the resource utility rate as well as possible at the same time.

Traditional researches put much works on how to quickly and fairly allocate resources
to the VMs on heavy loaded hosts. However, due to the VM migration technology [6,7],
VMs can be moved among a group of connected hosts to find proper one that meets their
resource requirement. If a physical machine lacks of resources, its overloaded VMs could be
migrated to another host with sufficient resources. So we argue that in a practical virtualization
environment, hosts could have enough resources to run VMs on them at most time, and
resource scheduler should take more considerations to allocate resource in host under light
or moderate workload.

We in this paper propose a virtual resource allocation system (VRAS) to manage all VM’s
resource on a physical host. The main goal of VRAS is to dynamically share the computing
resources across VMs without too much extra cost introduced to the system. So we suggest
that our solution should be quite simple and efficiently perform allocation with less overhead
under the condition that host has enough resources. In VRAS framework, each VM detects
its resources usage and sends request signals to the VRAS manager running on physical
host. The resource allocation manager will re-calculate the VM’s resource quota based on
allocation strategy, and then add or remove the VM’s resource.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work on virtual
resource allocation. Section 3 introduces framework of the VRAS. Section 4 presents the
details of VRAS implementation on processor allocation. Section 5 describes VRAS’s mem-
ory scheduling mechanism. Section 6 evaluates the system’s performance towards CPU and
memory resources through experiments on different benchmarks. At last, we conclude the
paper and discuss the future development of the system in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

Resource management [8,9] has been studied to allocate different types of resources towards
specific applications such as web server [10–12]. They often require the application to be
modified, thus are not suitable to apply to the virtual machines directly.

In virtualized environment, resources used to be statically allocated to every VM [13,14].
Many previous works such as allocation for overloaded VM [15], nonlinear adaptive control
[16], and others [17,18] have been proposed to study dynamically managing resources. They
basically pay attentions to accurately allocate virtualized resources under different conditions,
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Fig. 1 VRAS architecture

but do not consider how to perform the job with agility. Some of them are too complicated
that could lead to terrible overhead under certain circumstances.

In order to effectively control the VM resource, FVM [19] is proposed as a self-adaptive
mechanism, which makes VM actively adapt the host’s resource distribution. It emphasizes
the fairness in VM’s resource allocation, and works well when the whole system are load
saturated, but it needs VMs themselves limiting their resource requirements to adapt resource
conflicts, resulting in the loss of application’s QoS when too many VMs are consolidated.

Other approaches try to avoid resource absence on a host. Ghost VM [20] prepares many
standby VMs on every host. When the service demand is increased, it activates one more
VM on a light load host. Sandpiper [21] just migrates the overloaded VM to a new physical
machine to balance the overall workload.

The main feature of our work differs from previous research efforts lies on the fact that the
request driven mechanism reduces the communications between VM and allocator. Based
on that, we employ simple strategy to allocate resources effectively in the light workload
environment, avoiding the fairness consideration under heavy workloads.

3 VRAS Framework

VRAS is a general resource management framework for VMs running on the same host.
Instead of those using complicated approaches to deal with the specific circumstances, VRAS
allocates different types of resources based on a request driven mechanism. As Fig. 1 shows,
VRAS maintains a resource pool to record the status of total available resources and resources
assigned to VMs on a physical machine. Resource allocation manager (RAM) is the main
part of VRAS framework which performs the most of the allocation tasks. Sensor in each
VM collects resource usages and requirements and sends them to RAM.

There are three steps to dynamically allocate resources to VM:

1. Resource monitoring: Sensor in a VM gathers information about how each VM uses
the current assigned resources, predicts its resource requirement of next phase, and then
sends the request signals;

2. Decision making: when a VM’s resource requirement is changed, RAM calculates the new
quota to it based on available resource in Resource Pool and proper allocation strategy;

3. Resource allocating: RAM sends control commands to adjust the VM’s resource assign-
ment and updates the overall resource distribution information in Resource Pool.

Sensor running in a VM is employed to detect the resource status, such as CPU usage and
memory usage. The prediction of resource requirement in our mechanism is subject to the
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type of the resource and its allocation strategy. The accuracy of prediction often relies on the
cost of computing resources. In this paper, we simply use the current CPU usage as the CPU
requirement and current used memory size as the memory requirement in the next phase. To
reduce the system resource spent on communication between Sensor and RAM, those status
data need not to be sent at every time. Sensor only reports the resource’s new requirement
when the usage of one resource gets changed to a curtain threshold value. VRAS is designed
to support configurable resource allocation strategies. For each strategy, the sensor collects
VM’s specific running status by invoking proper API of a guest OS, the frequency of collection
and the method of prediction are decided by the strategy as well. Sensor communicates RAM
with regular request signal. There are two types of request signals sent by Sensor for each
resource: Apply and Return. When one resource’s usage raises over the upper threshold,
Sensor will send Apply signal to RAM alone with the resource status of VM to acquire more
resource; and Return signal will be sent when the resource’s usage is less than the lower
threshold, then the free resource will be taken back to the resource pool of the host.

RAM performs the resource scheduling according to the preloaded strategies. It puts all
received request signals into a Request Queue, and then passes them to the Strategy Set one
by one to calculate new resource quota of the VM. At last, the VM Handler controls the VM
Monitor to complete the allocation process. A request includes information as VM’s domain
id, timestamp, resource type (processor or memory), request type (apply or return resource)
and other details of resource requirement. When a new request arrives, it will be added to
the tail of Request Queue and then wait to be answered. In case that a request in the queue
have not been scheduled while another request comes from the same VM applying the same
resource, which makes early scheduling unnecessary, RAM compares the arrived request with
the requests in the queue, and replace the request having same domain id and resource type in
the Request Queue with the newest one. Each time RAM picks the request from the head of
the Request Queue, updates the request’s state to processing and starts the resource allocation
task. RAM provides a Strategy Set to meet different situations in resource allocation tasks.
Based on the resource type and request type, the proper strategy will be chosen, and relative
parameters read from the request will be sent to it. The strategies in the set are designed
to be simple and efficient, and easy to be reconfigured, even can be replaced. We discuss
the allocation strategies in next two sections. Generally, the strategy analyzes the resource
requirement, checks the free resources in pool, and decides how many resources would be
given to or taken back from the target VM, then sends instructions to adjust VM’s resource
allocation and updates the Resource Pool. The VM’s resource configuration is managed by
the VM Monitor. RAM uses VM Handler to generate the control commands according to
the result output by strategy and communicate the VM Monitor to perform reconfiguration
of the VM’s resource.

The Resource Pool maintains the resource distribution status of the physical machine,
including resources allocated to every VM and total free resources that have not been assigned
to any VM. Those data are continuously acquired from the VM Monitor. When RAM recon-
figures a VM, the modification will be immediately updated to the Resource Pool and kept for
a short time to avoid the resource been reallocated by other requests before the current oper-
ation is finished (succeeded or failed). After that reserve period, the status will be refreshed
with new data from the VM Monitor.

VRAS is designed to reduce the communication cost in the framework, especially between
RAM and VM. By introducing request driven mechanism, Sensor only sends request signals
when the resource usage of the VM is out of the acceptable range. RAM need not repeatedly
acquire information from the VMs.
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4 Processor Resource Allocation

The virtualized processor (VCPU) in VM can be considered as a process running on a physical
CPU. Virtualization technologies such as Xen [13] provide CPU schedulers [22] to manage
sharing physical CPU resources among the process-like VCPUs. Those schedulers allocate
processor resource by assigning different CPU time slices to execute each VCPU in a period,
and perform effective and fair distribution of the CPU time slices. Based on one most popular
scheduler used in Xen, the Credit Scheduler [23], two types of strategies can be introduced
to dynamically allocate processor resource to meet the application’s real-time requirement:

Fine-grain allocation adjusts each VM’s CPU quota to control how many CPU time slices
can be assigned to the VCPUs in a period based on the running status of VMs. Some VMs
often try to occupy too much CPU time when they are processing a large task or being handled,
such as being deployed or being migrated. Those unstable states would make overall resource
insufficiency and impact other VM’s performance as a result. The fine-grain allocation is
designed to restrict the CPU slices that a rough VM can acquire based on the available
resources of the physical machine, so that the processor resources of other VMs can be
guaranteed.

Coarse-grain allocation controls each VM’s available VCPUs by reconfiguring the VCPU
number of the VM to meet its resource requirement. Obviously, though a VM’s VCPUs can be
set as many as its guest OS can support, that number generally should not exceed the amount
of the host’s physical CPUs. Furthermore, the solution that assigns maximum number of
VCPUs to all VMs will makes unnecessary scheduling cost wasted on void VCPUs. So, the
principle of the coarse-grain allocation is to provide enough VCPU to every VM based on
the CPU usage and take back any VM’s void VCPUs, except it is the last one of the VM.

To perform those two types of processor resource allocations, a simple strategy is proposed
in VRAS, shown in Algorithm 1.

Before the allocation, Sensor in the VM collects running states of VCPUs in real time
usage and sends request to RAM if the average VCPU usage breaks the upper or lower
threshold. For instance, if the current VCPU usage is more than 75 %, Sensor will send Apply
CPU signal to RAM; otherwise if the current VCPU usage is less than 30 %, Sensor will
detect if there is any VCPU in a blocked (waiting for resources to execute tasks) or offline
(no task assigned) state, then send Return CPU signal if there are free VCPUs in the VM.

The beginning of the strategy is the preparation part (Line 1–4), including locating the
target VM given by the domain ID in the request, reading the VCPU weight that set to the
VM for its normal running, current VCPU number assigned to the VM and total available
CPU number of the host physical machine. Here the weight of the VM’s VCPU represents
the share of CPU time slice that the VM can utilize comparing to other VMs on the same host.

For the Apply CPU request, the strategy conducts coarse-grain allocation (Line 6–8) by
adding one more VCPU to the target VM. Xen supports hot-plug VCPU to its VM, so the
VM can immediately utilize more processor resource from added VCPU. In that process,
the VCPU number of the VM is always constrained within the host’s maximum number of
physical CPU. If a full VCPU configured VM still sends request to apply more CPU resource,
it means the overall CPU resource of the host is going to be insufficient, then RAM will report
warning to the system manager (Line 9–11). When the target VM gains more than half number
of total processors, the fine-grain allocation (Line 12–14) will be activated. The VM’s VCPU
scheduling weight will be adjusted down to a certain percentage (here we set 50 %) of its
normal value, to prevent over-occupancy of processor resource coming from that VM.

The processor resource assigned to the VM can be retrieved in the same way. As the
response to the Return CPU request, the strategy reduces the target VM’s VCPU number by
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one in allocation each time, unless the VM has only one VCPU configured (Line 16–19).
The VCPU scheduling weight will be restored to the normal value when the VM’s VCPUs
are released down to half of the host machine’s processor number (Line 20–22).

On a light loaded host, the control of each VM’s VCPU number determines the processor
resource’s distribution. When CPU resource contest occurs on a heavy loaded host, the adjust-
ment of each VM’s weight takes effect. The combination of those two strategies promises
the accuracy and fairness of processor resource allocation in both light and heavy workload
conditions.

5 Memory Resource Allocation

Popular virtual machines use a ballooning technique [24] to support changing a VM’s avail-
able memory spaces during its running time. The ballooning technique can steal free mem-
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ory from a VM and the ballooned-out memory can be reassigned to another VM, without
redeploying or restarting of the target VM required. That makes dynamic memory resource
allocation possible, and leaves the allocation strategy two questions: (1) when adjust the
VM’s available memory size and (2) how many memory pages should be given to or taken
away from the VM. The first question implies that the allocation should be performed as
soon as possible when the VM’s memory requirement changes. In our VRAS framework,
Sensor can detect the variation of memory usage at first time and immediately decide which
response is expected to deal with that variation. However, the second question will not be
solved as easily as the former one. Due to the isolation of VM’s memory, a memory page can
be used by only one VM in a moment. Like CPU time slices, memory pages are the smallest
resource unit allocated. Once a page is written by a VM, it cannot be accessed by another
VM unless it is released. Unfortunately, there is not a fine-grain approach that can frequently
and precisely schedule memory pages like credit scheduler to CPU time slices. Therefore the
purpose of typical ballooning based memory resource allocation approaches is to provide
not only VM’s current needed memory, but also extra memory space for meeting possible
increasing of memory requirement in the following period before the next round of allocation.

VRAS allocates memory resource on the basic concept of the VM’s real memory usage,
which is defined as:

U = Mc − Mb

Mmax − Mb
(1)

where Mc is the size of current used memory, Mmax is the maximum size of memory con-
figured to the VM when it is deployed, Mb is the size of balloon memory returned to the
host’s memory pool. Because the balloon memory is recognized as used in the target VM,
the memory usage U is the ratio indicates actually occupied share of all allocated memory in
the VM. Also, Umin and Umax are introduced as threshold of normal memory usage. U will
be considered healthy if the value is between Umin and Umax , otherwise Sensor will send
return or apply signal to RAM.

By resizing the balloon memory, the memory allocation strategy tries to make the real
memory usage to the expected ratio. Assuming the VM’s used memory size (Mc − Mb) will
not change, thus for achieving the memory usage to be U1, the balloon memory needs to be
adjusted to:

Mb1 = Mmax − U0

U1
(Mmax − Mb0) (2)

where U0 and Mb0 represent the memory usage and balloon memory before the allocation,
respectively. Since (Mmax − Mb) means total allocated memory to the VM, the allocation
process can be simplified to adjust the VM’s available memory size to:

Ma1 = U0

U1
Ma0 (3)

where Ma0 is the memory size allocated before current round.
The whole memory resource allocation strategy is explained by Algorithm 2.
The strategy firstly reads the current allocated memory and its usage from the located

target VM (Line 1–3). The size of total free memory that can be allocated is also read from
the resource pool (Line 4). Then according to the Eq. (3), a new memory size is calculated
for the allocation (Line 5), here we set the objective memory usage to 0.6 (60 %). This new
memory size can be set to the VM for both Apply memory and Return memory allocation.

The new memory size could be amended when it is used to add more memory to the VM.
The strategy needs to make sure that the allocating memory does not exceed the maximum
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size configured to the VM (Line 7–9), and the added part does not exceed the available
memory in the resource pool neither (Line 10–15). The message declares “out of memory
resource pool” will be sent when all the free memory in the pool is allocated to VMs. When
the allocating memory size is revised, the allocation is finished after the new size is set to the
target VM, and the memory pool makes the corresponding change (Line 16–17).

As for the allocation that returns VM’s void memory to the resource pool, each VM
is assigned a property expresses the minimum memory size for its essential running. The
strategy checks the allocated memory size and makes it not less than that reserved size (Line
19–21). Then the VM and the resource pool are handled at the end of allocation (Line 22–24).

The primary consideration of memory allocation strategy in VRAS is to provide VMs on
the host enough memory to guarantee the QoS of applications running on them. Once the
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Table 1 VRAS configuration Parameter Description Value

pu_min Lower threshold of VCPU usage 30 %

pu_max Uppper threshold of VCPU usage 70 %

mu_min Lower threshold of memory usage 40 %

mu_max Upper threshold of memory usage 80 %

ms_min Size of VM’s reserved memory 128 MB

ms_max Size of VM’s configured memory 2 GB

memory is allocated to a VM, it will not be taken back to resource pool until the VM send
Return memory request. Thus no Apply memory request will bring memory supplies to the
VM when the memory resource pool is empty. In that case, raising memory usage’s lower
threshold and allocation objective will help moving more void memory from light loaded
VMs to heavy loaded VMs, which improves the fairness of memory allocation.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we present experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of VRAS.
The benchmarks used in experiments include a computing-intensive program, a memory-
consuming application and a Web application. The experimental results demonstrate that
VRAS effectively allocates both processor and memory resources with tiny communication
cost.

6.1 Experiment Setup

All the experiments are conducted on a two-socket server; each socket has 4 Intel Xeon
1.6 GHz CPUs. The server is equipped with 4 GB DDR RAM, 160 GB storage, and
1,000 Mbps Ethernet network connected. Linux 2.6.18 with Xen 3.1.0 installed as the host
operation system. Every VM deployed for experiments uses RedHat Enterprise Linux 5 as
guest OS. VRAS used in the experiments is configured as Table 1:

To compare with the typical resource allocation mechanism, we conduct experiments
on VNIX [25], which continuously collects every VM’s running status and uses additive-
increase/multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) strategy [9] to allocate processor and memory
resources. We also statically configure the VM with full resources as the best case, in which
the VM always runs with most resources that can be assigned and the resource reallocation
will not happen.

6.2 Computing-Intensive Application

To evaluate the effectiveness of processor resource allocation in VRAS, we conduct a set of
experiments using Super PI [26]. Super PI is a single thread computing-intensive program.
We execute 1–8 individual Super PI jobs simultaneously in a VM, each job calculates pi to 1
million digits after the decimal point. We also run jobs in the VM statically assigned with 8
VCPUs and 2 GB memory for the best case. Each time before the Super PI jobs start running,
the VM would clear previous jobs and wait for a short time, so that the allocation systems
can withdraw VCPUs and leave just 1 VCPU for the next test.
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Fig. 2 Super PI performance

From Fig. 2 we can observe that, comparing to the best case, both dynamic allocation
systems will take time to add VCPU to the VM as the number of jobs increasing, which
makes loss of efficiency. Considering the experiments bring most tough requirements to the
processor resource, those declines would be less in usual cases.

As the number of jobs increases, VRAS performs better than VNIX. The request driven
mechanism of VRAS calls for allocation immediately when resource requirement changes.
While in VNIX the interval between two rounds of VM status collection may lead to delay
of allocation. The results show that VRAS improves the efficiency of the 8-jobs task by 21 %
comparing to VNIX.

6.3 Memory-Consuming Application

This part evaluates the effectiveness of memory resource allocation in VRAS. We transfer a
group of files from the host to the local VM through SCP connection in the experiments. The
files are sized from 128 to 1,024 MB. Despite the disk I/O and network I/O, the performance
of big file transfer is sensitive to the memory size. Each file is respectively transferred with
VRAS, VNIX and full resource configured VM as best case. At the beginning of every
experiment, the VM’s resource will be set back to the initial status (a single VCPU and
128 MB memory) when using dynamic allocation systems.

As shown in Fig. 3, VRAS does not lose too much performance comparing to the best case,
which suggests that it allocates required memory to the VM efficiently. However, due to the
AIMD strategy, VNIX shows degradation on memory allocation when resource requirement
increases. The advantage of VRAS reaches 69 % of performance improvement to VNIX
when transferring 1,024 MB file.

6.4 Web Application

In this part we evaluate the general performance of VRAS using RUBiS [27], an auction
site benchmark. Three VMs are deployed for running a database system, a web application
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Fig. 3 File transfer performance

Fig. 4 RUBiS performance

server and a client, respectively. The experiments are conducted on VRAS, VNIX and best
case like before, only in the best case configured 1.6 GB memory to the web server VM and
database VM, 512 MB memory to the client VM. We use the client to send requests to access
the RUBiS web site in different speeds, and count how fast they respond. The results are
shown in Fig. 4.

The results demonstrate that VRAS generally performs better than VNIX, the former
behaves 28 % better than the latter at the speed of 800 req/s. In conditions of light workloads
(request speed is less than 600 req/s), the efficiency of VRAS is very close to the best case.

QoS of application is not the only concern of a resource allocator, another important
purpose of resource dynamic scheduling is to squeeze void computing resources from the
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Fig. 5 RUBiS web server’s CPU usage

Fig. 6 RUBiS database’s memory usage

VM and raise the VM’s resource usage. Figure 5 shows the average CPU usages of VM in
the RUBiS experiments, which are calculated by the following equation:

U = 1

T

T∑

t=1

(
1

nt

nt∑

i=1

uti

)
(4)

where T is the time spent for the experiment, nt is the VCPU number of VM at time t, uti

is the usage of the i th VCPU at time t . We observe that both VRAS and VNIX keep CPU
usages between 60 and 70 % when the workloads are light. Alone with the raising workloads,
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VRAS allocates full processor resources to the VM as well as VNIX, and makes the CPU
usages very close to the usages in best case. The improvement also happens to the memory
resource. As shown in Fig. 6, the average memory usages are at the position around 65 % in
VRAS and VNIX, while climbing from 1 to 36 % in best case (2 GB memory configuration).
That is, more than 1 GB of the memory is saved from wasting in the VM which does not
need so much resource. We also notice that the average memory usages of VNIX are higher
than that of VRAS in most cases. Considering the difference of performance impacts to the
application in VM caused by those two allocators, it implies that VNIX schedules resource
not as quickly as VRAS does.

6.5 Overhead Analysis

Overhead of VRAS mainly comes from two places: RAM in host and Sensor in VM. The cost
of Sensor is relatively stable, while that of RAM depends on the number of managed VMs and
the variation of each VM’s resource requirements. The time complexity of algorithms used in
VRAS resource allocation strategies is O(n), here n denotes the number of received requests.
That value could be increased if other complex strategies, such as prediction algorithms on
resource consumption, are employed.

One contribution of VRAS is the low overhead on network bandwidth. During the exper-
iments, we observe that the average throughput of VRAS reaches no more than 0.3 kbps. It
is much less than 1.6 kbps of VNIX, reduces 81 % of the network bandwidth consumption.
Theoretically, even in the toughest situation, the request driven mechanism used in VRAS
promises that the network overhead will not be more than other traditional dynamical resource
allocations.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present VRAS, a resource allocation system that dynamically distributes
virtualized computing resources among VMs on a local host. VRAS is designed to efficiently
allocate resources under light or moderate workloads on host. It leverages Sensor running in
the VM to monitor the resource usages and send request signals when the resource require-
ments change. Two strategies are implemented in VRAS to allocation processor and memory
resources. The processors are handled at both fine-grain and coarse-grain level, and the mem-
ory resources are scheduled based on the real memory usage. We conduct experiments on
different applications, results show that our VRAS performs very well on both computing-
intensive and memory consuming applications, 21 and 69 % better than the typical resource
allocation on processor and memory resources, respectively. The results on a web applica-
tion also prove the effectiveness of VRAS. As a lightweight resource allocation system, the
network overhead of VRAS in all experiments does not exceed 0.3 kbps.

VRAS have proven good accuracy and agility on resource allocation, especially for light
workloads. Next we plan to study the fairness of the request driven mechanism used in
VRAS, which is important in heavy workload environment. To address that problem, more
information about the inside world of VM would be analyzed and sent out by Sensor. Another
interesting challenge is the I/O resource allocation. Our approach may take advantage of its
low cost on network.
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